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As an established and authoritative brand, FMD has a long history in fashion since 1998 and is nowadays the world’s
largest fashion database. With all the fashion data around and the great fashion professionals with whom we had the
chance to work with over the last years, we decided to turn our experience into something creative: a new fashion
magazine with a diversified editorial concept that focuses on delivering as much fashionable information to the reader.
Our loveFMD Magazine aims at providing the full elegancy of the world of fashion in a new form and furthermore, we are
reinventing the publishing of magazines with an innovative and unique marketing concept that unifies an interactive print
and digital publication. Stay tuned and watch out for something new at your newspaper stand!
The biannually issued magazine covers the whole range of sections offered by FMD with carefully selected and outstanding
fashion works and interviews from and with the most sublime personalities in fashion.
In our first issue, we are offering unique stories and exclusive editorials on over 200 pages of pure content, produced by
notable guest fashion editors and leading-edge photographers as well as featuring emerging new faces from the fashion
industry.
Among others, Stuart Weitzman and Fabric Frontline CEO Riccardo Pfenninger-Fabro shared their esteemed thoughts in
an exclusive interview for loveFMD. German stunner and promising top newcomer Antonia Wesseloh has given us a first
résumé of her modeling career and unveiled her Instagram addiction.
Furthermore, we have taken over an everlasting discussion about racism in fashion and we analysed an FMD-supported
scientific research that highlights factual numbers. A serious concern that is continuously emerging during the fashion weeks
and that has seen some of the most famous supermodels as harsh critics towards fashion designers and brands.
To round off the variety of our editorial content, we have sceptically studied the business with new faces that turns out to
become a substantial revenue branch of the modeling industry.
The looks you will find in our #1 are mostly exclusive loveFMD productions for whom I had the honour to style the great
results and to work with an always-charming and professional team that made this issue possible. This issue’s editorials are
rounded off by an outstanding pick from top photographers such as David Benoliel, Thomas Woland as well as a notable
and interesting “American Love Story” shoot by Pascal Heimlicher, just to mention a few.
Our cover story addresses the Autumn/Winter beauty looks 2014/2015, photographed by Wolf Steiner, in clean and
flawless portraits.
We hope you enjoy our new product and we are keen on hearing your feedback, whether it is good or not.
With much love,
Your loveFMD Team

Iva Mirbach

social

facebook.com/fashionmodeldirectory
twitter.com/fmd1_com
pinterest.com/thefmd
instagram.com/lovefmd
lovefmd.tumblr.com
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90% 40%

of the models booked to walk
on the runway shows at the
“Big Four” are white!

of the turnover by famous
fashion brands are made in
Asia!

Fact or Fiction?
Racism in the
fashion industry
research by Iva Mirbach
scientific assistance by Reimund Homann
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Accusations of racism in the fashion industry are not a phenomenon of recent times, but
have been an enduring problem for over the past fifteen years, with this lack of diversity
allegedly due in large part to racist stereotypes. The following research-based article looks
at factual data and offers some insight into whether or whether not racism is an empirical
fact in the business of beauty. This research differs from other studies as we are the first
ones who investigate if the racial structure of a brand’s customers bonds directly with that
of the models they book. Therefore, we collected different data of the fashion industry and
used scientifically accepted statistical methods, such as the chi-squared test, to figure out if
the target group is in due proportion with the diversity of booked models. We found out
that the rise of Asian models in the last several years is directly driven by the consumer
power in China and Asia in general, but that the percentage of booked Asian models is
still a far cry from the proportion of sales that brands enjoy in Asian countries. As a result,
we can claim that Asian models are definitely underrepresented in the fashion industry, but
then again, it is directly related to the Asian buying behaviours. The research shows us why
executives in the fashion industry should have the freedom to book the kind of models they
want to have representing their company without fearing accusations of racism.

The fashion industry is an international and highly globalized business which plays a significant role in the media
when it comes to presenting the latest designer collections.
For this reason, during every fashion week, skin colour continues to be a big deal in that many people focus more
on the race of the model showcasing the clothing rather
than the clothing itself and are quick to accuse the fashion
industry of racial discrimination when designers book few
black models for their runway shows. Individual black models have expressed their belief of having lost jobs as soon
as designers filled their “black quota.”
Nearly ninety percent of models booked to walk on the
runway shows at the “Big Four” Fashion Weeks (New York,
London, Milan and Paris) are white. Consequently, it is no
surprise that many articles have been published where the
fashion executives were accused of being racist. Regardless if racism in the world of fashion seems to be a frequent
topic, there is just one notable study by Jezbel.com, where
real data has been collected to highlight the racial diversity
within New York Fashion Week by calculating the number
of white, black, Latino and Asian models that were casted
in each show. While the research focuses on the diversity
of the models appearing at the fashion shows, little attention has been given to what the decisive factors are for the
choice of models and, more specifically, if the booked models can be associated with the structure of the customers or
the turnover by destinations of the brand. Another difficulty
that appeared during our study and which has to be ques-

tioned, is that Asian models were not just underrepresented by western brands but also by particular Asian fashion
brands, magazines and agencies. It is also important to
mention that this study prevalently focused on countries from
Asia with a strong spending power, like Japan, Korea, China and India.
The study’s goal is to answer the following core research
questions: Is the fashion industry really so racist? What is the
factual truth behind their choice of models? Why are Asian
models underrepresented in their own countries and what is
the aim for that?
Furthermore, we want to determine after which scheme the
models are booked. When a brand is casting for a fashion
show or an upcoming advertising campaign, what are the
decisive factors for their choice of models?
First, we need to define racism. There are various definitions
of racism that exist, but for the purpose of this article, we act
on the assumption that designers, magazine editors, and
other executives in the fashion industry have the freedom to
adjust the amount of diverse models to the race structure of
their target group without fearing accusations of racism. On
the contrary, racist behaviour is defined as the divergence
of the racial structure of the models from that of the customers, and accordingly, we try to establish whether their
choice of race when booking models is consistent with the
proportions of race in their consumers.
11 | loveFMD.com

To do this, we collected data ample enough to paint a
picture of a substantial portion of the fashion industry. We
analysed data from various fashion shows (Christian Dior,
Burberry, Prada, Ralph Lauren), advertising campaigns
(Christian Dior, Burberry, Prada, Ralph Lauren), magazines
(Vogue USA, Vogue Germany, Vogue Italy, Vogue China,
Vogue Japan), and modelling agencies (IMG New York,
Modelwerk, Why Not, Bravo Tokyo, Esee China). To get
an overview of the racial structure of their customers, we
looked at public business reports of fashion companies
and combined those numbers with real data provided by
EDAQS Alpha Research and its partners.
After collecting and sorting the data, we used scientifically
accepted statistical methods, such as the chi-squared test
and the linear regression, to test whether our definition of
racism is met or not. In the oncoming graphics we allegorize “real”, “expected” and “difference” numbers. The
“real” statistics present the effective number of models by
ethnic origin, the “expected” numbers illustrate the number
of models by race if bookers would match the numbers of
the customers by origin or the geographical facts of races,
and the “difference” numbers demonstrate the discrepancy between “real” and “expected” numbers. To sum it up,
nearly all of the examined data showed us that with a probability of nearly one-hundred percent, the racial structure of
the booked models does not meet that of the customers.

More precisely, the study aimed to achieve the following
specific research objectives:
• To analyse the past retail/wholesale revenue by destination with the number of models by race appearing
at fashion shows.
• To investigate why Asian models are underrepresented.
• To determine how many models by race are represented by fashion model agencies
• To review how many models by race appearing on
international Vogue covers
• To compare economic and geographical aggregated
data
We have chosen the brands Christian Dior, Burberry, Prada, and Ralph Lauren as brands that trade at the stock exchange and are obliged to release their annual reports to
the public. If we would directly compare the past retail/
wholesale revenue by destination with the number of models by race appearing at fashion shows, we see that the
rise of Asian models correlates with the rise of consumer
power in China, and Asia in general. We performed linear
regressions for each designer on the connection between
the percentage of sales in Asia-Pacific in a given year and
the number of booked Asian models in the following year.
For three of the designers (Burberry, Christian Dior, Prada),
we found a positive relationship between the two variables,

FASHION SHOWS IN COMPARISON WITH THE TURNOVER FROM PAST YEARS
BURBERRY

CHRISTIAN DIOR - HC

PRADA

RALPH LAUREN

1227

993

1035
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712
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360

325
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44 49
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46 33
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183 208
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46 24
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ASIAN

WHITE

BLACK

ASIAN

25 3

ASIAN

WHITE

-52

BLACK

-171
-279
-385

REAL
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EXPECTED

DIFFERENCE

-140

meaning that the higher the percentage of sales was in
Asia-Pacific, the more Asian models were booked the next
year. Two of them (Burberry and Christian Dior) were significant, meaning that the probability that this connection is due
to pure chance, is low. Ralph Lauren showed a negative relation, meaning that the higher the percentage of sales was
in Asia-Pacific, the fewer Asian models were booked the
next year, but this may be a coincidence. Nevertheless, the
percentage of Asian models that appear in fashion shows,
is far away from the percentage of sales that brands like
Burberry have in Asian countries.
If we take a closer look at the annual reports of Burberry,
we see that the revenues in Asian countries, which in 2013
were thirty-nine percent, rose by fifteen percent from 2003
to 2013. Besides the strong demand from China and other
Asian countries for foreign brands, Japan has always been
a large luxury consumer due to their obsession with Western
pop culture. Nowadays, the cast of models of a brand is
affected by the brand’s revenues by destination and not by
the race quota of a country where the brand is based or
holding their fashion show.
If we would still believe that the cast of models is matched
to the revenues by destination, why did Burberry book only
two Asian models, one Korean and the other Chinese, for
their Autumn/Winter 2014 fashion show? The reason for
that is not a racist-based one, but can be attributed to the
buying behaviour of Asian countries. Even if we look back
at former fashion shows by Burberry, it is evident that they
never booked as many Asian models, but their revenues
increased in Asian countries nevertheless. This is given to
the fact that with their phenomenal economic growth, the
number of wealthy people in China rose rapidly and the
perception of Western culture stimulated the Chinese people’s desire for a luxurious lifestyle. Sales of luxury goods
have jumped in emerging markets and Asian tourists make
up a large proportion of European sales. Accordingly, they
enthusiastically seek foreign fashion brands such as Gucci, Louis Vuitton, and Prada. Major shopping streets, such
as the Bond Street in London and Fifth Avenue in New
York, are already heavily dependent on Chinese tourists
spending habits. Even Vogue France launched a semi-annual lifestyle magazine in mid-August 2012 called “Vogue
Travel in France” in Chinese language, since there is a big
income potential through tourism from that East Asian nation
in France.
Furthermore, models of Caucasian descent are very famous
in Asia. A great example of this is a shopping mall situated
in Mianyang, a middling city in the province of Sichuan,
where a billboard featuring Australian supermodel Miranda
Kerr draped in Swarovski crystals welcomed shoppers to
the Parkson shopping mall. It is one of half a dozen high-end
malls in that city after luxury sales exploded.

Luxury brands like Dior, Burberry, Prada, Hermes and Gucci, make more than forty percent of their revenue in Asia,
despite the fact that those brands never changed their marketing strategies by casting more Asian models for their fashion shows and advertising campaigns. One reason for this
may be that foreign models attract more Chinese people
since they are seen as a quintessential representation of a
“Western brand.” The Chinese perceive Western brands as
being high quality and high fashion, and successful Western
brands design their message in China to be “global”, as
opposed to “foreign.” Another reason could be that in an
increasingly globalizing economy, the world is becoming a
common marketplace in which people – no matter where
they live – desire the same products and lifestyle. The economic environment of Western countries serves as a significant contributing factor to luxury consumption and therefore,
buying behaviours can hold up in a different culture. This
kind of belief caused by globalism results in a loss of culture and local meanings. As such, it seems to be a fact that
Asians do not just want to buy a Western brand’s product,
but also moreover adapt the “Western lifestyle.”
Even local brands hide their origins by using Western names
and models to project a more international image. The Chinese market is responding to the concept of “international,”
as opposed to just “foreign” or “white.” Especially cosmetic
brands use white models due to the general preference of
Asians for whitening their skin. This commercial trend is not
just a Chinese phenomenon, but also rather an Asian attitude that includes India and Japan serving as outstanding
examples for using a mix of locals and foreigners on their
billboards. This strategy of advertising is merely about internationalism and not about a better-looking “type.”
As a first result, we can determine that Asian models are
also underrepresented in their own countries. One reason
for that is the Asian obsession with white models which can
be best seen by the way divisions of Asian agencies are
built up. Can you believe that certain Asian agencies split
their divisions into Women, Men and Asian? Imagine if an
American or European agency would divide their books
into Black, Asian and White. Nonetheless, it seems to be
standard in Asia to split divisions by ethnic origins. A curious
example is Model One from Hong Kong, which even offers
a Caucasian, Eurasian, and Asian division. Because of such
an exact separation of the ethnic groups, it is surprising to
see model Antoinette Ataro, who is of Kenyan origin, listed
in the Caucasian division. Being the only black model represented by that agency might be part of the explanation
for this rather strange type of classification but on the other
hand, it might just be a mistake.
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VOGUE COVERS FROM THE PAST YEARS
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ASIAN
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2
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Since Vogue has been the longest-lasting and most successful of the hundreds of fashion magazines that have come
and gone, we evaluate the appearance of models by skin
colour on covers of the American, Chinese, Japanese, German and Italian editions of the publication from the past
years and compared them with the race percentage of
each country. Here we see that the USA, Germany and
Italy have a vanishingly small percentage of Asians in their
countries, which results in a rather limited representation
of Asian models in their Vogue editions. Once again, the
highest underrepresentation of Asian models can be seen
in China and Japan. One reason why we include Vogue
Italy is because Milan Fashion Week, as well as the Italian
fashion magazines have been especially accused of being
racist. Although Italian Vogue released a special “Black Issue” back in 2008, featuring four outstanding black beauties such as Naomi Campbell, Liya Kebede, Sessilee Lopez
and Jourdan Dunn, it is very surprising that instead of being
praised for such an edition, the magazine actually got criticized for publishing an “offensive, misguided and racially
insensitive section.” Many mentions recalled an article that
features a photograph of British model Jourdan Dunn titled
“Christmas beauty for blacks.” The title may be out of place,
but isn’t the art of fashion known to provoke and call attention to topics in an ironical and unmoral way?
14 | loveFMD.com

By generally analysing global women’s high fashion magazines in Asia, we revealed that Western models were more
often used than Asian models, since Western models are often associated with a sensual and sexy image, while Asian
models are merely linked to the cute girl-next-door. International magazines like Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, Elle and
Cosmopolitan were among the leading fashion magazines
in China in 2012. Since the launch of Vogue China in 2005,
the magazine has featured 82 Caucasian, 1 Black and 83
Asian models, while in Japan the trend for Caucasians is
more in demand than in any other Asian country, as they
have had 184 Caucasian, 5 Black and 7 Asian models
since 1999.
Therefore, it is no surprise that fashion brands are following
the success of some of the biggest fashion magazines by
using the same type of “bestseller” models to represent their
company in Asian countries. Consequently, it does not matter which of the brands or magazines we focus on nor the
number of models of a certain race they cast or do not cast
for their fashion shows, advertisements or covers. We can
conclude here that none of them has ever been punished by
their consumers for their choice of models.
To avoid getting lost in too many graphics by highlighting each of our calculations individually, which is not the

pared these aggregations with the ethnical percentage of
the USA, Germany and Asia. The trend seen here is similar to the results of the first diagram: With the exception
of Germany, white models are always booked more than
expected. As for the black models, the picture is mixed with
two geographical regions overrepresenting blacks by a few
models and one region underrepresenting them by many.
Germany is also an exception by booking Asian models
quite exactly as one would expect while the other regions
book less Asian models than assumed. One should note
though that our data for the model bookings in Germany
are based on only two sources and therefore, carefulness is
necessary by interpreting the results. It is also worth mentioning that the biggest amount of discrimination against Asians
comes from Asians themselves, which makes allegations of
As mentioned above, with virtually one-hundred percent cer- racism against US-American or European parts of the fashtainty models are not booked according to the racial struc- ion industry debatable.
ture of their customers and therefore, our definition of racism,
meaning that racial portions of booked models diverge from Besides the fact that the fashion industry books less models
the racial portions of their consumers, is met. Our analysis of colour for their fashion shows, it is controversial that most
also shows that while white models have a strong advan- of the articles question the number of black models appeartage, Asian models have a strong disadvantage, while the ing at fashion shows, while there are more races than just
blacks. What about Bi-Racial, East Asians, South Asians,
picture for black models remains mixed.
Middle Eastern, South East Asians, Indians, Mestizas, AmAs mentioned above, in the second diagram we combined erindians, etc.?
the data according to geographical categories. We compurpose of this article, we will look at the results of combined
data. We did two kinds of aggregations: The first graphic
chart (first diagram below) shows data aggregated according to economic categories, while the second one (second
diagram below) shows geographical categories. The first
diagram makes it visible that each subsumption shows more
white models than we would expect if they were booked
according to the consumer structure. While the picture is
mixed for black models (sometimes they get booked more
than expected, sometimes less), the state of affairs for Asian
models is quite clear, as they are booked less than expected in every economic field. It is distinguishable that it doesn’t
matter which type of economic field we explore. We will
spot that they all have a comparable booking behaviour.
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Another interesting point to consider is why the fashion industry is always associated with the question of diversity.
Take a look at other industries like cars, food, traveling, etc.
Have you ever seen a black model advertising German
beer? Probably not, since this would not relate to their target
audience. Would we say that a brand that strives to attract
their customers by booking the respective type of model is
racist? Of course none of the other industries are so much
represented in the media and press as the fashion industry, and this may be the reason why this lack of diversity
is more evident here than in other less prominent areas of
commerce.

ECONOMIC AGGREGATED DATA IN COMPARISONS
Fashion Shows
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GEOGRAPHICAL AGGREGATED DATA IN COMPARISONS
USA - Ralph Lauren Fashion Show
& Ad, Vogue Cover, IMG NY
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Modelwerk

Asia - Vogue Japan & China,
Bravo Models Tokyo,
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Liu Wen just signed as the new Estee Lauder face , being the
first Asian model ever. Now in the 21st century, we can say
that the trend for Asian models has officially begun. People
are realizing that there are more racial facets than just black
Anyway, people should not see the fashion industry as in- and white. This is where we should ask ourselves who is
clusive when it comes to diversity. In the end, the question is racist, what is racist, and why we actually think it is racist.
who really is racist? Is it the fashion industry itself or the peo- Nowadays, the number of Asian models has increased,
ple it appeals to? Interestingly, an organisation called “Di- and hopefully this is not simply a trend, but an advancement
versity Coalition,” which was formed by Bethann Hardison, for more diversity in the world of fashion.
Chanel Iman and Naomi Campbell, called out the fashion
industry for their inattention and inaction when it came to The conclusion of this study shows us that Asian models are
racial matters at fashion shows, but the strange part of their in large part, ironically enough, underrepresented in the
letter is that they set Asian models apart from other models Asian fashion industry more than in others. This leads us to
of colour. Do Asian models not count as racially diverse question if Western companies could really be considered
enough? The belief that Asians are not actually people of racist for the percentage of Asian models they book not repcolour, or are a “sort of white” is racism because it denies resenting their revenues in Asian countries. The demand for
anti-Asian racism, which has a long and continuing history Caucasian models is in fact higher than for Asian models in
in fashion. Asian models are grossly underrepresented and Asia itself, yet the Asian market is seemingly free of criticism
this is not only visible in our study, but is also indicated by despite their substantially low number of autochthonous
models. We could say that the fashion industry is not racist
the fashion history.
if we consider the obvious fact of the relationship between
If you think back to the 80’s and 90’s, how many Asian Asia and white models. In the end, fashion companies are
models come to mind? At that time, black models like Iman, also entitled to have freedom of choice to enlist whomever
Naomi Campbell, and Tyra Banks were born supermodels they believe represents their brands best, regardless of race.
and started to press for a more diverse representation on the
runway, but nobody was asking about the appearance of
Asian models at that time.
To mention a few very successful moments for black models: during the 80’s and 90’s there was a high demand
for black models like Mounia, muse of Yves Saint Laurent,
Billie Blaire who was one of the top paid runway models
during the ‘70s and ‘80s, Iman, Katoucha Niane known
as “The Black Princess”, Rebecca Ayoka, Tyra Banks and
many more. They walked the catwalks for big names such
as Yves Saint Lauren, Christian Dior, Christian Lacroix, Thierry Mugler, Geoffrey Beene, Oscar de la Renta, and Calvin
Klein.

838

801

Gucci, and Cover Girl cosmetics. She also graced the cover of American Vogue in 1997. The French biracial model
Noémie Lenoir featured in ads for L’Oreal, Gap, and other
well-known companies; she also did covers for many fashion
magazines worldwide. Nigerian model Oluchi Onweagba
graced multiple ad campaigns, including Gianfranco Ferré,
Victoria’s Secret, Express, Banana Republic, and Ann Taylor.

8

0

-80

BLACK

DIFFERENCE

-162

-437

Donyale Luna was one of the first black models to appear
on the cover of British Vogue even before Naomi Campbell. Beverly Johnson was the first African-American model to grace the cover of American Vogue back in August
of 1974. Waris Direi appeared in ads for Chanel, Levi’s,
L’Oreal, and Revlon, while Kiara Kabukuro, an American
fashion model of Ugandan descent, appeared in ads for
17 | loveFMD.com

The Business
of
“New Faces”
by Klaudia Ciszonek
edited by Iva Mirbach & Theo Villegas

The fashion industry has always been notorious for being obsessed with youth and beauty,
catwalk life is short, with young models sooner or later coming to replace the famous ones.
These days it’s become more and more commonplace to see an unknown girl on a magazine cover, fronting an ad campaign or leading the catwalk of a Fashion Show. These so
called “New Faces” have started to replace supermodels as the most desirable faces for
brands, despite most consumer don´t even know them by name.
and that fact made the people who working in the industry
very picky. Choosing a model who was selected to represent the brand, their style, and their aesthetics the designers
worked for a very long time involved a higher level of being
honest and demanding. They just had to be perfect! There
is no space for imperfection in fashion, unless it becomes a
leading trend of a particular season, such as ombre, androgen and striking. However, as unbelievably cruel the world
of fashion may be, it is also very open to change, with new
tendencies constantly. Thus, slowly more and more „New
Faces” came to were seen on catwalks with a lot of stars
who were known from Vogue editorials. Prada was one of
the first brands who start to book “New Faces” to walk their
For years and decades the world of fashion modelling was fashion shows and today the most important fashion houses
very exclusive and unapproachable. Top fashion houses such as Chanel or Dior follow the trend to have at least one
such as Chanel and Dior were known to be reserved for “New Face” walking for them, if not even more of them.
the top models only. Every single detail had to be perfect
A supermodel is a person who is a worldwide known and
well paid fashion model whose background might be commercial modelling or haute couture. Back in the ‘80s, being a supermodel was not only a profession, but also the
greatest honor in the modelling world. Naomi Campbell,
Claudia Schiffer, Giselle Bündchen, Kate Moss? You surely
must have heard about them as they have been unanimous
examples of the ‘supermodel’ era. The term ‘supermodel’
became famous with the rise of popular culture was during
the ‘80s. The only condition was that the girl was tall, skinny, incredibly beautiful and unique, to have that covetable
supermodel gen.
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Today companies are employing a mixture of both, “New
Faces” and “Top Models”, who are hired not only for their
pretty faces but should also have personality and creative
value. Suki Waterhouse and Langley Fox Hemingway are
outstanding symbols of this concept. Even singers and movie stars are known to be lending their talents to the fashion
business with, like Rita Ora and Lana Del Rey. Besides campaigns, brands and fashion houses are filling their Catwalks
with unknown faces. For example, how many famous faces
have we seen during the Paris Haute Couture shows? The
performances of Christian Dior, Armani Prive and Valentino
were full of Newbies. So if the most important fashion houses appoint newbies, it’s safe to say that the “New Face”
trend has officially begun.
The question ‘how to become a fashion model’ is a lot easier to answer nowadays - simply register with a modelling
agency and wait and do expect something big! Heidi Krakstrom, a model from Finland, did her first show appearing
at Giambattista Valli Haute Couture earlier this month. Larissa Marchiori, an Italian beauty, started from Alexander
McQueen and already got credited for Christian Dior’s
New York cruise next year. Eva Berzina from Lithuania is the
new face for the upcoming Dolce & Gabbana ad (which is
her first commercial advertisement) while our “It” girl Esther
Heesch’s first show was Dior itself. Rising stars of modelling
whose names were unknown a year or two ago are also
Edie Campbell, Marine Deleeuw, Elisabeth Erm ,Kirstin Kragh Liljegren,Tilda Lindstam, Daria Popova, Lisa Verberght,
Kim Riekenberg and Marina Nery.

shows. Then there are campaigns. Photo shootings for a
fragrance, beauty or clothing campaign is not only a great
honor but it is where a model can earn a substantial amount
of money and recognition. For example, H&M is famous to
book popular models for their ad campaigns, but Nadja
Bender, a Dutch model that just start modelling in 2011, was
gracing the Spring/Summer 2014 campaign next to Jourdan Dunn, Lily Aldridge and Sui He.
If you chart the success stories of several top supermodels
of the world, they all had one thing in common: ‘The Cinderella story’. They were the ones who were discovered
on the street doing shopping or in other casual situations.
They became stars very quickly as well as role models and
style icons for fashionistas all over the world. However, the
so-called ‘Cinderella Story’ is nothing unusual or surprising
nowadays. But does it work the same way for every other
girl who wants to become one of them? The question ‘how
to become a fashion model’ is a lot easier to answer today.
While the portfolio is absolutely essential for every “New
Face” model to be discovered and be given a chance,
what also plays an important role these days is that covetable ”It” Girl gene.

So what is the covetable “It” Girl gene all about? The term
“It” was first used by Rudyard Kipling in the 1904 short story
“Mrs. Bathurst,” about a young widow whose exceptional
magnetic quality defied description. The term was applied
in the 1990s to describe “a young woman of noticeable
‘sex appeal’ who occupied herself by shoe shopping and
party-going.” As short as five years ago, being an It Girl
Apart from the perfect size, preferably size zero, a beauti- was not considered a popular profession indeed, it wasn’t
ful or unusual face, and good luck, “New Faces” need to considered a profession at all. It was something more
count on a good agent and reliable agency. These days, ephemeral, not to mention rare. But this age of personal
being a model also requires many investments, not only in branding (i.e., self-promotion), street-style photography, and
yourself, your body, hair, attitude but also some in necessary 24-7 image consumption on countless blogs and Instagram
marketing materials such as the portfolio. It is very worthy has given rise to a new breed of woman for whom maintainto have a good agent and talent manager, who work to- ing “It” is a lucrative, coveted and full time job.
gether to prepare and develop you as a model. To start a
modelling career today requires to be prepared to travel Today “New Faces” are the ones that are talented, chic,
to strange locations with no friends and family to support and beautiful. They’re super cool! Clients love them when
you, little money, little help and lots of opportunities for both share every detail on social medias. Much of the appeal
good and bad things to happen to you. What does a reli- comes from their charisma and wit. In addition, they have
able agency mean? It means that a top modelling agency an eye for cool looks and products before most consumers
must be located in a top fashion capital, as the most lu- catch on. Models Alexa Chung is Britain’s most prominent
crative and prestigious modelling assignments can only be ″It-Girl″ while Gigi Hadid and more recently Bella Hadid
found there. These cities include: New York, London, Milan, and their counterparts have plenty of that “It Girl” factor in
Paris, Hamburg, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Toronto, Sao Paulo, multitudes. They are the girls wants to be. With „Girl-fromBarcelona, Sydney. One of the main assignments for „New next-door-looks” and unique personalities they stand out of
Faces” is to attend fashion shows and fashion weeks to get the crowd and are socially omnipotent!
noticed by the press. The fashion weeks in major fashion
capitals such as New York, Paris, Milan and London can
have over 100 designers showcasing their work. Therefore
to be, signed with an agency based in those cities, can
possibly increase the chance to be booked for one of the
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Comparing it to the 1980’s, Naomi, Claudia, Christy and
Helena truly lifted the curtain of fashion and made themselves more approachable for the common people. Today,
those common people want to feel a connection to their
stars and buy products, that It-girls are currently using because people feel that they represent the current trends and
styles. From sidewalk to catwalk. People want to dress like
them, and that´s why they are perfect when it comes to
selling products. That is the undeniable “X Factor”, which
is more and more what clients and brands are looking for
when choosing women to work with on campaigns or collaborations.

With the business of fashion growing fast and new opportunities being born every day, the competition also seems to
be much bigger and intense than it was a decade ago, but
the chances are way bigger too. We live in a time in which
we celebrate youth and novelty, and with trends that are
constantly changing every season, the world not only craves
for beauty but for unique and new faces. While some leading cliques of models such as Victoria’s Secret girls are the
exception that is never going to change, however there are
also many new options and opportunities for the new ‘miss
nobody’. Supermodels are not out of date and they are not
stepping back. With women like Alexa Chung, Cara Delevingne, and Alice Dellal rising to stardom and becoming
mini industries The “It” Girl concept has created hope for a
string of undiscovered girls who want to be models. One
can aptly regard the Fashion world as simply deciding to
offer more space for the youth. Whether you agree or not
there’s no denying that these “It Girls” has become the fashion industry’s biggest money-makers. It’s a no-brainer, they
still sell clothes and are here to stay for a long-time to come.
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Lisa Verberght has quite a strong face structure with a serious and sullen expression. Her imposingly incredible look is
for sure one of the reasons why the Belgian beauty caught
the attention of an agent from Dominique Models, one of
the most famous agencies in Brussels, who asked her if she
could imagine herself modelling someday while at a movie
theatre with her mother and sister at the tender age of twelve.
Due to the fact that Lisa was very shy at the beginning of her
career, her flair went relatively unnoticed until Walter Van
Beirendonck booked her for one of his fashion shows in Paris. The green-eyed brunette appeared very striking on the
runway and so her one-of-a-kind look got noticed by some
famous fashion brands such as Prada, Dior, Alberta Ferretti,
Roberto Cavalli, Balenciaga, Givenchy who all booked her
for their Autumn/Winter 2013 ready-to-wear spectacles.
With a look that is equal parts of 90’s supermodel glamour
and haute fashion edge, it is no wonder Verberght is often
said to be the Linda Evangelista of the new generation of
mannequins. Nonetheless, Lisa is a natural chameleon with
a distinct personality, establishing herself as one of the season’s most coveted girls. Dominating the runways is just the
beginning, so have keep an eye out for Verberght in print
jobs, as a face as unique as hers is destined for editorials,
covers and campaigns.

Heidi Krakstrom

But it’s Vanessa Axente who has had one of the most fascinating careers of any newcomers so far. The Hungarian
stunner is a Steven Meisel muse that has appeared on three
Vogue Italia covers already, and has been kept super exclusive ever since her debut at Celine Pre-Fall 2012 fashion
show.

© Rederico Cabrera

Many influential personalities today are discovered via
Facebook and Instagram. They start trends and attracting
attention for being themselves. Brands these days search for
authentic voices to partner with, those with high amounts of
dedicated and loyal fans, who trust them, and so they pay
them for endorsing products on their social media accounts.
However signing a relatively unknown girl, who most shoppers wouldn’t recognize, could be seen as a risk for a big-

Lisa Verberght

name brand. But brands on the other hand point out the
opportunities more than the risks. It makes them appear cool
and fresh and being the one that discovered something
or someone new. If you work in the fashion industry you
would know better. Burberry already proved, that this way
of marketing works perfect, as they book Cara Delevingne
exclusively for all there fashion shows and advertising campaigns before she got really famous and one of the most in
demand model.

© Kris De Smedt

In the digital age, the nature of fashion marketing has also
changed and these It girl’s careers have begun to grow.
They have become “Famous for being famous” and are
known to be the trendsetting models and socialites, who
also quickly gain recognition for their sense of style, notable
accomplishments, and overall coolness. People can’t stop
watching them for fashion inspiration. Social media omnipotence is a phenomenon of our time and there is no doubt
that the majority of people especially fashionistas follow at
least one fashion or commerce model on Instagram, Twitter
or Facebook. Building up their social media presence and
getting noticed off the runways for their street style, Karlie
Kloss and Cara Delevingne are today well known to have
millions of fans. Last month both of them reached spots on
Forbes Magazine ‘Highest Paid Models’.

Pale freckled skin, light blonde hair and deep blue eyes seem
to be among the most typical Nordic features, but there is
something about Heidi Krakstrom that intrigues people from
the very first sight. If someone possesses the “It” factor needed to take the modeling world by storm, it is most certainly
this sixteen year-old Finnish beauty. The young head turner
put her studies on hold in order to take part in Milan Fashion
Week, where she was booked to walk the Spring/Summer
2015 ready-to-wear shows by fashion houses such as Jil
Sander and Giamba. Krakstrom also sashayed for Giambattista Valli and Viktor & Rolf during Paris’ Haute Couture
Autumn/Winter 2014 presentations in July and has been
featured in editorials for ‘REVS’ magazine and, just recently,
‘La Republica delle Donne.’ The statuesque charmer also
graced the cover of Trendi in 2012, which marked the beginning of her career with her mother-agency Paparazzi.
With the perfect silhouette, measurements of 81-62-88, a
towering height of 181 cm and Elite Model Management
Milan taking care of her now, Krakstrom is undoubtedly on
the best way to become a top model!
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Sasha Luss

There is no doubt that Emma Stern Nielsen is the proud owner of a pair of possibly the sexiest lips in the modelling world
right now. Not only is the Danish eye-catcher amazingly
tall and has some of the most enviable measurements, but
her face is unbelievably unique, which is the best attribute
when you want to become the next supermodel. The lovely
blonde is currently signed with a few of the most important
European agencies such as Le Management in Copenhagen, Iconic Management in Hamburg , Next Management
in Milan, Models 1 in London and Uno Models in Barcelona. Her curriculum vitae features an array of editorials for
prestigious magazines including ‘Vogue Paris’ , ‘French Revue des Models’ ,‘i-D’ and ‘Elle Italia.’ Stern Nielsen’s classic fifties look has also adorned the December 2013 cover
of ‘Madame Figaro France,’ as well as the Autumn/Winter
2014 advertisements for Triumph and Wildfox. Moreover,
the twenty-one year-old dazzler was not long ago featured
in Sports Illustrated’s Swim Daily blog as one of the model hopefuls to appear in next year’s edition of the famous
publication. With a stunning beauty that is often compared
to both Brigitte Bardot and German supermodel Claudia
Schiffer, chances are we will be seeing plenty more of her
soon.

She may not necessarily be a new face per se, but Sasha Luss definitely has a very noteworthy modeling career.
While the Russian beauty began modeling in 2006, she
is the perfect case in point as to how important the right
management at the right time is to achieve international stardom, which Luss is enjoying today. At the tender age of fourteen, the blonde haired, blue-eyed stunner signed with IQ
Models in Moscow and quickly shot to fame in the Russian
fashion industry, landing multiple editorials in her country’s
editions of Vogue and L’Officiel in 2008. But the success
in Russia was not enough for Luss and so she decided to
leave her mother agency in 2011 to join Avant Models.
Soon after, she gained her international fame after Karl
Lagerfeld spotted her in an advertisement for the Russian
demi-couturier, Bohemique, and booked her for his Chanel
Pre-Fall 2012 and Autumn/Winter 2012 ready-to-wear
fashion shows. The following season, she was snapped up
by Dior to walk exclusively in their Spring/Summer 2013
spectacle. Today, Sasha is one of the most high-in-demand
models of the moment, with an impressive runway presence
each season by walking more than fifty shows for some of
the world’s most prestigious brands. The Magadan-native
has also been chosen to star in ad campaigns for Carolina
Herrera, Chanel, Lanvin, Max Mara, Valentino and Tommy
Hilfiger. In 2014, Sasha landed her biggest job of her career as the new face of Dior Beauty.

© Anna Rosa Krau

Kim Celina Riekenberg
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Beautiful German newcomer Kim Celina Riekenberg is taking her career very serious and aiming to become a worldclass übermodel in her nearest feature. Discovered by a
model scout from Iconic Management while enjoying lunch
with some friends in a Hamburg restaurant, the statuesque
blonde began her modelling career in 2013 and was featured on her first cover for ‘Faces’ magazine that very same
year. Meanwhile, the leggy bombshell’s runway debut took
place during Berlin Fashion Week, where she strutted her
stuff for Mark Cain, Perret Schaad and Schaad’s ready-towear fashion shows for the Spring/Summer 2013 season.
Riekenberg has also worked the camera for some stunning
editorials for top fashion publications such as ‘Vestal’ magazine , ‘The Sunday Times Style’ and ‘Elle Netherlands’ in
2013, as well as for ‘AMICA Italy’ earlier this year. With
international agency giant IMG now backing her up in the
“Big Four” fashion capitals of London, Milan, New York
and Paris, the angel-faced beauty with catwalk-ready measurements of 79-60-88 and an imposing stature of 179 cm,
will indubitably give fashion followers a thing or two to talk
about very soon, as she is setting to make her mark in the
world of fashion.

© Alikhan Madzaev

© Jonathan Mahaut

Emma Stern Nielsen
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“FMD is one of
the best sources
of inspiration…”

The
Photographic

Genius
David Benoliel
by Dijana Zeravica
photos by David Benoliel
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David Benoliel is taking us to different places, showing different people and creating different emotions in the minds of the spectator. It is his special ability to make
the balance between a strong picture and a sensitive impact, combining extremes
and opposites that attract. He is creating dream scenarios where you can find
room for imagination and prevarication from the daily grind.
For the models David provides the unique skill to let them look like graceful statues.
He sees their individual beauty and puts it in the right perspective. His photography is capturing the moments that are otherwise gone forever and impossible
to reproduce and we are thankful for all these moments David captured for us
already.
We are very pleased that we had the opportunity to make an interview with one
of our favorite photographers and get a closer insight into life and work of David
Benoliel!

“Photography
should provoke emotions,
dreams, difference and tell a
story…”
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“The funny
thing is that I
even didn’t have
a camera before
that!”

Only a few artists deserve to be in the first issue of the LoveFMD Magazine, and
it´s clear that David Benoliel is one of them. For us it is actually hard to describe
the excellent skills of this congenial artist. If we try, primarily it is the brilliance
of capturing the right motive at the right time. David’s pictures are full of power,
creativity and passion for the detail. Every single shot is pure artwork and on the
one hand stands for itself but on the other hand is part of his whole concept. His
work is offering a dazzling array and this diversity makes him a case sui generis.
David Benoliel is now based in New York and Miami. He was born in Paris
on the 4th of April in 1976, and he had the privilege to grow up in a European
fashion metropolis. Noting that France, precisely Paris, brought so many talented
artists to the world of fashion, we feel that the spirit of this graceful and historic city
influenced his career. However the photographer was not in the fashion industry
all his life, especially the emigration to the USA and his new life yon made him
what he is today – an in demand photographer. When he moved to the States he
had the idea to open a French restaurant but fortunately this plan came to naught
when he started participating in classes for design and photoshop. Photography
became a fascinating new drug in his life and he is still captivated by the horizons
that are provided by this artistry.
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Can you tell us how a professional shooting is organized? Who is picking the pictures for the Magazine?

Well, I like working with people I already know. There are
always hair and make-up artists and a stylist at least. I like
to pick a model most of the time even if I am hired for the
job, because results depend on me, and to deliver a quality
work, I have to be able to control every step of it. I do my
selection 99% of the time and send them to the client for
approval before editing.

We know it’s not easy to name favorite models, but
if you could select three models for a shooting, who
would it be?

Well 3 models I’ve already worked with would be of course
Gintare Sudziute, Martina Dimitrova, and Yara Khmidan.
The ones I’d love to work with would be Luma Grothe and
Sasha Luss.

What are the bad sides of the fashion industry?

I would say it’s not worse than any other industry, artists that
are difficult to work with, commenting on everyone and everything... but personally I try to stay out of all this.

If you could give an advice for New Faces and rising models, what would it be?
Try to push their booker to make them test with local photographers that are published, contact photographers, even
with mood boards or a concept that you’d like, use the social network, watch work of successful models to see how
they act, pose...

The perfect model – a myth? What makes a model
perfect at a shooting?
Someone that gives you unexpected options, that has features that could work on any lighting situations, and that is
happy and excited to be on set with you.

Do you remember what your first camera was?
A Canon 5D Mark II

Did someone influence you to become a photographer?
Not at all, it just happened.

How has your style evolved in the last years?

“I like working
with people I
already know.”
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When I started photography, I was trying to do way too
much, makeup, lighting, styling... The more i grew as a photographer I learned that the most simple thing is to shoot. To
define your style is the most important part as a photographer I’d say. A client would hire you to have your style for
his brand. But it is really important to stay inspired by others
and try to push yourself and always try new things.
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Do you have any traditions when you begin a shot?

I like to meet and talk with the model, explaining the direction and be sure that everyone is ok. I try to not overthink
about each shoot to not get stressed about it, I always manage on set so far to get what I need.

Out of all the places your career has taken you,
where was the most memorable?
I would say in the mountains of St Barth where we found a
natural swimming pool.

What’s the thing you like the most about being a
photographer? And the least?

I’m not a photographer that is going to capture a moment.
I like to plan everything, lighting, situation, mood, sometimes
pose if I have to. Having a team or a client excited about
the job is amazing. I can’t think about anything I don´t like
about my job to be honest.

Where do you look for new ideas and inspirations?

Fashion photographers like Txema Yeste, Mert and Marcus,
Meisel,... but I will say that my favorite photographer is Eugenio Recuerdo, I am so impressed by all of his work. With
Social network there are also so many pages today where
you can stay updated about what happens day to day in
the fashion industry.

Usually, you get hired for “your style“. Then you have a
mood board, a direction, a feeling to the story. It will show
the kind of styling, makeup and location you would need.
Ideally, you’ll have the editor or a creative on set with you.
As i said earlier I do my own selection and usually give 5
options per look to the client to pick from. I edit my own
photos and send them a few days later.

What do you like to shoot on you down time?

Well, today, I would say that most of the time I will get
inspired by the model I will choose or find, unless I have a
very specific concept in mind, then I’ll cast for it.

What are your views on digitally enhanced photos?

I think it’s necessary, either to give a mood or a specific
feeling to a series, or just make the photo as you want. I love
editing my photos, the most important thing is to try to keep
them natural and not overdone.

What do you prefer: film or digital?

I started photography when it was already digital, not too
much interested to be honest to loose so much time on film
today...

On an emotional level, what can photography
make you feel?

What role does retouching play in your work?

What is the power of photography?

How do you think technology – tweeting, blogging, Is there anyone you would like to work with? What
social media, etc. – has affected fashion? For bet- kind of project would you like to make in the futer or worse?
ture?

The feedbacks I get from my photography is what keeps me
motivated and so in love with my work. I am so excited to
share my new work with other people and relate.
Photography should provoke emotions, dreams, difference,
and tell a story sometime.

Do you remember an almost impossible shoot to
produce?

Shooting a gold makeup in studio with flash was pretty hard
until I found a way few hours later...

Describe the conflict to do with commercial versus
artistic fashion photography:

For me commercial is less interesting. I don´t always like to
take pictures of people happy and smiling. Fashion is art
and has to be presented with your own vision.

How would you build a relationship with the subjects you are photographing?

I usually get along well with models. I want them to be
happy with the results and show them as much as possible
during a photo shoot how it looks to get them even more
motivated (hopefully)
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What’s the process in the making of an editorial?
From when you are chosen as the photographer to
when it’s published …

It depends. For beauty, i would say that I spend quite some I am trying now to work more and more in NY, I need to find
time on my photos... For my commercial work and editorial, new interesting clients and artists to collaborate with, and
I would say minimal.
NY is the place I want to work.

Social Network for a “young photographer“ like I am really
made the difference. For the first few years, most of my jobs
where coming from Facebook. It took me a lot of time to
build my page and have so many people. But it was worth
the time I’ve spent and today, it is part of my job to feed my
pages and Instagram, people forget about you if not…

Do you get involved in the styling?

I give the first direction, trust my stylist, but will not shoot
something I don´t like or what doesn’t feel right.

Cosmetics and perfume clients first, developing my “celebrity” portraits.

Where do you see your career headed?

I am very excited to see how I will grow. After 5 years, I am
so happy to be where I am today, and can’t wait to see
what the next years will bring.

What advice would you give to someone who wants
to be a fashion photographer today?

Greg Kadell, he is still one of my favorite photographers
today.

Same as the new faces, work with the right people. Shooting all the time, Workshops and online classes are the only
way to progress and get better from my own experience.
Learn how to edit your own photos is crucial.

Who are your heroes in real life?

How would you describe FMD in one phrase?

Who was your first artistic influence?

Hum … don’t have anymore heroes today I think

Are you looking for little moments, or are you
searching for something bigger?

FMD is one of the best sources of inspiration, and a good
way to stay updated on what happens in fashion!
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“The feedbacks I get from
my photography is what
keeps me motivated ...”
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“The FMD is an
inspiration
source”

The
High-Class
Fashion
Stylist
Kawa H Pour
© Waldemar Hansson

by Dijana Zeravica
photos provided by Kawa H Pour
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Fashion is constantly evolving; therefore it is essential to be up-to-date with any emerging
trend. Fashion Stylists themselves need to look great every second of the day to gain people’s trust in a world in which image is everything.
Kawa H Pour is not a just a Fashion Stylist - he is even more, bringing conception into
reality. He is creating a world of realistic dreams and we are dipping into those dreams,
wishing to never reemerge from these spheres.
We are embraced by his personality, the abandonment for his job and his excellent eye
for eminent fashion style!

© Samuli Karala

LoveFMD had a little chat with the next big Fashion Stylist of our decade and we are
cheerful to have the opportunity to open up the curtains of the fashion world of Kawa H
Pour. Enjoy the interview with him and we are sure you will appreciate this charming Master of Style!

“If you want
to live free,
make yourself free”
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The now Stockholm based Fashion stylist, who was born in Iran, fled from the war with his
family to Sweden. This traumatic occasion didn’t bar him, probably even affected him, to
become what he is today – a humorous, insightful person and a master of his guild - Style!
Kawa’s past matches the adage: Every cloud has a silver lining.
Mr. Kawa H Pour is making statements with his fashion, using clothing and accessories to
produce original, innovative and fresh looks for his clients. His love for fashion is palpable
and the stylist’s work is broadcasting this passion. With his keen eye for style Kawa is making artistic creations which are transferring the love and ferventness they are prepared with.
Mr. Kawa H Pour is making statements with his fashion, using clothing and accessories to
produce original, innovative and fresh looks for his clients. His love for fashion is palpable
and the stylist’s work is broadcasting this passion. With his keen eye for style Kawa is making artistic creations which are transferring the love and ferventness they are prepared with.
Everyone can try to become a Fashion Stylist, but to be respected in the scene, like Kawa
is, you need to have a special dower. Have it or don’t, although naturally hard work and
ambition can sharpen your natural skills. Kawa is known for shaping extravagant lines,
using modern and classic Italian moods to break the sometimes stale atmosphere surrounding photography, creating flawlessness between the models and the outfits.

© Adam Browning

“I am a poet
who writes
with color,
design and
textiles. I
am a painter, an artist
who paints
with colors.”
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How would you describe your work as a Fashion Labels, labels, labels, tell us your three top brands?
Stylist?
Your favorite store?
My work is my passion, my lifestyle.

Is it a dream job? What are the good/ bad sides
about your work?

Dream job or not is hard to say, It’s a job like any other job
and I always give 100% no matter what kind of job I do.
There are many last minute things that you can’t control and
that might be the least good sides of the job, best sides are
that after all these years I still get nervous almost every time
I have a project and love it….

ohh dear, there are so many amazing labels and designers.
Yohji Yamamoto, Dior, Alexander McQueen, Gareth Pugh
are some of the most amazing labels which inspire me very
much.

For a lot of people it is a dream to become a Fashion Stylist – how they can become?
Its not enough to want it so badly, there are some who can
make it to the top with this strategy, I would say I live like
I learn. Take the hard way, dare to try, never give up and
learn from everything and everyone.

You’re travelling a lot – this is very exciting, but do
you wish sometimes just to be on one place for a If you have to choose three models for a shooting –
while?
which three would it be?

© Waldemar Hansson

I am currently based in Stockholm, but it’s just a home not 1.
a work place, I am an international artist and I only see the 2.
world as my work platform.
3.

Freja Beha Erichsen
Sasha Luss
Natasha Poly

Out of all the places your career has taken you, How is a shooting organized? Who is picking the
where was the most memorable?
pictures for the magazines?
For me, every mission is just as important, no matter what it is
for. Of course it is extra fun when working with major media
as more people get the opportunity to see the results. I totally fall in love in Paris, working in Paris is just something very
extra, it’s like the air is full of creative and captivating vibes. I
do also love Istanbul and New York a lot as well.

Every project is different, it’s mostly teamwork and the team
decides the final result. As I am doing creative direction for
my work as well, I do provide the team with lots of advice
as it’s a part of my work and it’s a great responsibility when
the client and the team trusts my taste and eye.

If you could choose the perfect team – who would
If you would choose a city to live, to work and to be in it?
be – which one would it be?
The same teams I am working with, that’s how we grow
The only reason for me to move and work in only one city together.
would be If I became the editor for some major magazine.
who would wish to die, go to paradise and just eat bread, How has your style evolved in the last years?
”I want all”
I think I am growing as human and artist, I learn a lot from
great people I am daily working with, and I have learned
that my own style is like a signature and people actually
What are the trends for 2015?
There are few clear ones, I would say the futuristic look has recognize it and this is the best conviction for an artist.
a mix of romantic and sensual touches and it’s something
that I find very interesting.
What inspires you? Who is your style icon?
My mother, Yohji Yamamoto, Helmut Newton and Coco
Every woman needs a/an …. - 5 things every wom- Chanel

© Mazen Abusrour

an should have?
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I am not a woman, but I think every woman should and It’s all about the styling… Can you give us advice
would love to have a Kawa H Pour the 4 other things is just what gives an every outfit the special touch?
secondary.
Shoes always complete any outfit, if you create an outfit
with the wrong type of shoes you will get the wrong type of
style, they are essential.
What era would you like to bring back?
I think these days we have a bit of everything and every era,
I kind of miss the hand made detailed baroque style, but What defines a good style from your sight of
at the same time these days are best days to be in fashion view?
when design and fashion is on the edge.
When there is a thought behind it. It doesn’t necessarily
need to be all expansive, high end or very fancy, it’s the
idea behind the look.
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What kind of projects have you been working on
latly?

I just did some beauty advertorials for Chanel, a fashion
advertorial for Louis Vuitton and a cover story for Elle with
the great May Andersen. Also another cover story with the
beautiful Elsa Hosk.

What’s the thing you like the most about being a
fashion stylist? And the least?

I love the fact that my work is a challenge every time and I
get really excited to work. I enjoy every moment of my work,
even when it’s hard, you learn from the mistakes.

What was one of the biggest challenges you had to
overcome as a stylist?

© Samuli Karala

We did a fashion shoot with the beautiful Mariana Idzkowska on Pont Alexandre III in Paris during a night through the
morning. What we forgot to calculate, was that there is club
under Pont Alexander and it was a friday summer night,
there was hundreds of people watching us and it was very
interesting to keep them out of every frame.

Is the job as glamourous as people imagine?

It’s a definition question in my opinion, I think it’s glamorous
when you are able to work with something you love no
matter what. But as a freelance fashion stylist and creative
director you need to work hard.

How do you cooperate with the makeup artist?

I am always including the make-up artist and hair stylist in a
very early stage, as soon I have a model confirmed, mood
board for style and mood is done, I send it to the team and
get the comments and add it to the whole idea. Sometimes
we need to just let all ideas grow on set and it might take
some time but it’s worth it for sure. :) My make up artists
might hate me on set and love me as soon first frame is
taken.

What is your life motto?

If you want to live free, make yourself free.

How do you prepare for a new fashion shoot?

Play some good music, and have some nice red wine while
I am cooking something nice.

If you don’t have any experience of contacts, but
want to start working as a stylist on fashion shoots,
what ould you do?
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How would you describe FMD in one phrase? Your
quote about FMD?
Inspiration source

© Samuli Karala

© Samuli Karala

Go back home and get myself contacts and experience. I
have spent 5 years on education and I feel every day that
this is the beams of my style house.

“My work is
my passion, my
lifestyle”
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“... enjoy yourself
and the time you
spend abroad with
creative people!”

Modelwerk’s
Top
Newcomer
Antonia
Wesseloh
© Tung Walsh

by Theo Villegas
interview by Iva Mirbach
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“In 10 years I would Like to
have a big family with a
husband and children!”

ith a name as striking as her camera-ready features, German
eye-catcher Antonia Wesseloh took her first step into the modeling world after
making a standout runway debut during Berlin Fashion Week back in 2011,
where she walked for brands such as Escada.
According to her own statement, the now nineteen year-old stunner was always interested in fashion and tried to apply at several agencies when she
was just fourteen years of age. She was then discovered by Hamburg giant
Modelwerk, the same agency which a number of years earlier introduced
her fellow countrywoman Toni Garrn to the fashion industry. So it did not take
long before big-name designer houses started knocking on Wesseloh’s doorstep and advertisements came pouring in. Shot by none other than the widely
renowned fashion photographer Steven Meisel, the first major campaign for
which the nonchalant beauty was recruited was for the Autumn/Winter 2011
collection of the Italian luxury label most models can only dream of fronting;
Prada.
The five-foot-ten-inch mannequin thereafter had the privilege of working once
again with the noted American lensman, this time for her introductory appearance in the pages of Vogue Italia, arguably considered by most the crème de
la crème of all international editions of the highly saught-after fashion bible, in
its July 2011 number. Subsequently that year, the charming brunette with the
hooded blue eyes and porcelain complexion made her grand international
catwalk debut, taking the “Big Four” Fashion Weeks of New York, London,
Milan and Paris by storm with a total of thirty-five combined shows which
included prominent high-end brands such as Anna Sui, Balenciaga, Chanel,
Giles, Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, Prabal Gurung, Prada, Miu Miu and Valentino.
Determined to extend her mark in the modeling scene, Wesseloh has continued to grace top fashion publications, campaigns and runway spectacles
across the numerous style capitals of the world.
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© Svenja Pitz

W

How was the atmosphere during the Spring/Sum- Josephine van Delden or Franzi Mūller. With them everything is much more fun and easier.
mer 2015 fashion week?
I was very happy to see lots of familiar faces again so
the atmosphere was very enthusiastic and exciting!
There were rumors that you wanted to quit modeling because you don’t enjoy it that much. But Karl
Milan isn’t just famous for their fashion, it’s also one Lagerfeld is always booking you for his shows and
of the best cities for parties. Have you been invited you are considered as a favorite of Steven Meisel.
to some after show parties? If yes, which ones and Is this one of the reasons why you keep going on?
how was it to be there?
I wanted to finish school first and would like to go to
No, I actually have never been out in Milan.
university at some point, but I enjoy modelling very
much and of course I am very blessed to be liked and
You have been at Fashion Weeks in Berlin, HC in booked by those big names!
Paris, New York, Milan and so on. What was your
personal highlight during the time?
It’s not a secret that social media, such as InstaI love the feeling of being with my family that I have in gram, is as important as building up professional
Berlin and Paris, because I’ve been there so often now portfolios these days. Forbes magazine has put a
and I know everyone so well.
couple of youngster models including Karlie Kloss
and Cara Delevingne on the highest paid models
Is there such a thing as a friendship in the business list this year. They are well-known for sharing their
of fashion? Do you have a model friend with whom private life on social services to gain more fans and
you travel around together and help each other to contracts. How do you feel about social media?
survive such a stressful period as the fashion week I loooove Instagram! I love to share some parts of my
time?
life, but am aware of the fact that you shouldn’t post
Of course! I have some awesome friends like Esther Heesch, everything. Some privacy is important.
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What is your favorite or most exciting aspect about
being a model? What do you like least? Have you
encountered any surprises along the way? What
has been your most awkward moment?
I love to meet new people and see the world. Of course
I’m sometimes busy and it’s often very exhausting, but
from time to time you’re lucky and clients treat you extremely good, with 5* hotels and business flights.

brands take notice of your posts or are you posting
because you are proud that they have you there?

“I think that everything
happens for a reason.”

I really hope that they are noticing it! :) For me, it is a kind
way to say “thank you” and of course I’m very proud! Who
wouldn’t be?!

Would you share some of your future goals, your
life motto, any words of wisdom that get you by in
life and professional career?
How would you describe yourself as model in three I think that everything happens for a reason. It might
words?
seem bad and unfair at first sight but after some time
Loyal, polite, responsible.
it will turn into something good or -at least- teach you
something.
Out of all the places your career has taken you,
where was the most memorable?
What should a relationship between an agent and
Probably the Chanel shows in Singapore and Tokyo! The model look like?
team is so nice and the locations are absolutely breathtak- You should be 100% honest and tell them about how
ing!
you really feel and what you want - and they should do
the same in reverse. Of course it’s a business relationWho is your favorite photographer? Why?
ship but often also a friendship!
Steven Meisel. No need to explain.

How do you feel fashion has empowered you?
Is there a difference in posing when you are doing It has empowered me by showing me what I want in life and
what not. It is very important to be aware of that!
a cover and an editorial?
I think it’s pretty much the same and often they even take an
editorial image for the cover.

What do you enjoy doing when you are not working?

Is there an artistic or general difference in doing Spending Time with my family and friends and of course
with my boyfriend and my dog Ivy.
editorials/covers in Europe opposed to USA?
Not so much, as it’s often the same creative teams.

Did anyone in the industry ask you to change your
look, name, etc… If so, what did you do?
I dyed my hair to a lighter color in summer but my agencies didn’t like it. So I went back to dark for the spring/
summer 2015 show.
What tips and advice do you have for aspiring
models just starting out, something you wish someone would have told you?
You always have to stay who you are and do what
you want. Stay loyal and don’t take things so serious.
And enjoy yourself and the time you spend abroad with
creative people!

Who are your favorite fashion designers?
Chanel and Christian Dior.

What things in your wardrobe would you never
throw away?
My MCM leatherjacket and of course my Chanel bag.

Your favorite store?
Zara.

What are your best beauty secrets?
Sleep a lot and don’t use too many beauty products.

Do you have any beauty / skin care tips or tricks
to look fresh and rested for early morning photo
Have you had any negative experiences with mod- shoots?
el agencies, talent scouts? What are top 3 warning I use Bioderma make-up remover and Embryolisse
signs to look out for?
moisturizing cream.

ing the juice of a lemon into some hot water and drink
On your Facebook fanpage you post an image of it when your throat is sore. It always works!!
almost every fashion show you attend. Does the
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© Svenja Pitz

Luckily, I never made any negative experiences - a good
warning sign is when they want money from you. Profession- Do you believe in homemade recipes? Do you have
al agencies invest in you and pay your expenses (copies, one to share with us?
flights, apartments...) upfront.
I often use homemade medicine when I get sick. Press-
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planes anymore.

What are your favorite things to do in your free
time?
Going shopping with my best friends.

Where do you see yourself in ten years? What
could be your next career?
In 10 years I would like to have a big family with a husband
and children!

Do people act different around you since you’ve
become a model?
No, not really.

Do you have any model friend that you would suggest for the next model of the month on FMD?
Franzi Müller!

Favorite kind of music? Favorite television series
or movie?
Ed Sherman is my favorite musician and “The Great
Gatsby” is my favorite movie.
What’s your favorite fashion magazine? Why?

VOGUE Germany, it has a great variety of artistic photographers, models and very interesting articles

I’d like to meet …
Leonardo DiCaprio

Happiness is …

Do what you love!

If you could change one thing in the past years,
what would it be?
Nothing, because it made me who I am now.

People have said I look like …
© Tung Walsh

Kristin Steward

How much attention do you pay to meditation & Favorite kind of food:
exercise, or is it all natural? How do you stay in Pastaaaa!!!
shape?
I just do some exercises in between but not much actually... How would you describe yourself as a human being
guess I’m very blessed with my body!
in three words?
What makes you feel sexy?

Wearing pretty make up and sexy clothes, but often just
being myself.
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Loving, loyal, funny.

What’s controversial or unique about you?

My widow’s peak and my husky blue eyes in contrast to my
dark hair.

When models say they eat healthy, what do they
mean by that?
Most of the models I know, eat like everyone else. Of
course they have a healthy nutrition, you can’t go for
fast food every day. But the stereotype of models that
simply don’t eat anything is definitely not true.
If you could have one superpower, what would you
choose?
Beaming myself from A to B, so I don’t need to fly with air-
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PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL IVY RAIN
LONG LINE BRA €61,92; PLEASURE STATE
WHITE LABEL IVY RAIN CULOTTE €30,95;
FABRIC FRONTLINE CAISY FOULARD RUGGINE €395,00

Introducing
Swiss
Quality
By
Fabric
Frontline
The proven and the familiar merge. The new
and unprecedented developes. These are
the slogans of the Hybrid Fall/Winter Collection 2014/15 by Fabric Frontline. The inexhaustible source of inspirations for the
latest collection are flowers and plants.
A firework of colours and shapes,
which are invaluable.
photographed by Dimitri Burtsev
styled and interviewed by Iva Mirbach
words by Dijana Zeravica
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owadays world of fashion, Fabric Frontline’s creations are setting new standards and scaling new heights.

The Swiss family business is well known for its accessories and stands out for unique design, luxurious material and highprecisioned craftsmanship. ‘Made in Switzerland’ products are famous for their constant quality and having started the silk
business in the heart of Zurich over 30 years ago out of a passion for the finest of all fabrics and with a deep love for detail,
Fabric Frontline reflects this high standard in their products. With soft shimmering, silky materials and outstanding patterns,
Fashion Fabric’s beautiful colors and prints take us to a dream world, where prettiness prevails. The brand has been able
to successfully attract customers worldwide, making it impossible to not fall in love with their products.
Another segment of Fabric Frontline are their uniquely woven and printed fabrics, which are particularly cherished by
celebrated international couturiers and designers. Best care and attention is given to the printed materials which are
checked centimeter by centimeter by manually to maintain the expected quality.
Fabric Frontline’s designs are inspired by nature, art and culture and many of them are hand-drawn, reflecting the exclusiveness
of the label. The brand has a partnership with a small family business in Northern Italy, who has kept alive the knowledge
of traditional 24-26 color silk-screen painting. The skill of this method is very rare in Europe. Fabric Frontline´s foulards and
scarves are still printed with the help of this traditional procedure, – which demonstrates the uniqueness of this brand.
The new Fall/Winter 2014 collection is one that impresses us with unique designs. The entire collection is subdivided in
three classes, “The Floral Illusions”, “The Photorealistics” and “The Carnes”.
An outstanding design from the “Floral Illusions” collection is the “Dahlia Foulard”, which is made with different techniques,
and represents the entire collection concept in one single design. The specific characteristic of this collection is that
innovation is combined with traditional and illusion with reality, by drawing the lifelike dahlias with color pencils and wind
them around with lilies and folded fluttering paper cranes.
The “Photorealistics” collection is highlighted by the designs “Owl”, “Daisy”, “Cupcake”, and “Nails”. The “Owl Scarf”
is available in three different colors, ruggine, petrol and fuchsia, and is a one-of-a-kind design that illustrates an owl
surrounded by a feather dress out of fallen autumn leaves while merging into colorful patterns.
Finally the design from the “Carnes” collection is characterized by the “Carne Foulard”. By unfolding the origami of a
crane, seventeen birds hide behind the folding. The resulting pattern out of the crane origami is used by the designers as
an inspiration for their play of colors and shadows that reflects the layout.
The “Crane” is the final piece in the foulard and scarf collection, closing the circle to the “Dahlia”, in which the folded
cranes reside in their known “living space”.
In an exclusive interview with the FMD, Fashion Fabrics CEO Mr. Riccardo Pfenninger-Fabro, gave us an insight into the
business, talked about the Swiss fashion industry, the art of design and inspirations for Fabric Frontline. Pfenninger-Fabro
described the label in these words: “Fabric Frontline stands for unique, colorful designs, the most precious natural materials
(silk, cashmere, etc.) and traditional craftsmanship. A touch of unconventionality and the affinity to art make the brand
unique.”
FMD couldn’t agree more with his statement but at the same time also his description of the brand is even understatement,
considering that given the fact that Fabric Frontline is one of the, or dare we say “THE” leading companies of the Swiss
silk industry!
For those of you with a passion for quality and the will to afford something special, FMD highly recommends Fashion
Fabrics as the remedy of your desire. After all, few feels better than a silky scarf on the skin, which attracts admiring glances,
right?
Enjoy the rest of the interview with Mr. Riccardo Pfenninger-Fabro and take a closer look into the imaginative world of
Fabric Frontline.
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PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL SAVANNAT
GEM PUCSH-UP PLUNGE BRA €56,06; PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL SAVANNAH GEM
BRAZILIAN BRIEF €28,01; FABRIC FRONTLINE OWL SCARF RUGGINE €430,00
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How did you first get involved in the family business of Fabric Frontline and how was it for you to
become the owner of the company?

3 years ago I met Andy Stutz the founder of Fabric Frontline. We met to share know-how, ideas, etc. as both of our
companies (Fabric Frontline & Trudel) are one of the few
remaining companies in the famous Swiss silk industry. We
recognized very quickly that a close cooperation would
offer unique opportunities for both companies. Becoming
the owner of such as unique luxury brand as Fabric Frontline is an honour but also a great commitment.

How would you describe your work and your position within the Fabric Frontline world?

As CEO and owner of the company my role is to coordinate and motivate our professional team and enable them
to develop unique products and provide stateof-the-art services. I give them the vision and personally live the Fabric
Frontline dream!

When you first arrived at Fabric Frontline in early 2012, what where your observations about the
state of the business at that particular moment?

The brand recognition of Fabric Frontline was still very
high and the brand was known for impeccable quality
and unique designs. In some areas like collection development, distribution and marketing our innovative strength
was not strong enough. Besides the very successful classic
designs we were missing enough contemporary designs
in order to also address a younger style group. During the
last 18 months the whole team worked very hard and we
are back on the red carpet.

Imagine I’m a customer that is new to the Fabric
Frontline brand. Describe the key elements of this
brand that are important for people to know:

Fabric Frontline stands for unique, colorful designs, the
most precious natural materials (silk, cashmere, etc.) and
traditional craftsmanship (handmade in Switzerland). A
touch of unconventionality and the affinity to art make the
brand unique.

The main business of Fabric Frontline is creating
“Made in Switzerland” silk scarfs, but the brand is
also known as a supplier of silk fabrics to the fashion industry. Could you give us an overview of the
business, and the history of how it has developed?
From the very beginning Fabric Frontline cooperated with
the most famous hautecouture houses of the world. The creativity and the unique design language caught the interest
of some of the most famous international designers. Today
Fabric Frontline is closely cooperating with companies like
Dior, Chanel and Vivienne Westwood. Furthermore Fabric
Frontline has a long tradition in supporting and sponsoring
upcoming young designers.
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What would you describe as the most significant
development in contemporary textiles within the
last 5-10 years?

On one side the new manufacturing processes like e.g.
inkjet printing offer interesting and fascinating opportunities. On the other side there was and still is an enormous
development in the world of technical fabrics. Besides the
functionality of these fabrics they offer unique design opportunities because of their look and feel.

How important is “Made in Switzerland” for you?

“Made in Switzerland” is part of our DNA and essential for Fabric Frontline. Besides from a strong statement
towards quality and service it is a clear commitment to
the Swiss values social responsibility and innovation. It is
our ambition to support traditional craftsmanship in Europe
and to create new design jobs in Switzerland.

China is the inventor of silk and known for its very
long history in developing the most lucrative silk
fabrics. What do you think about Chinese competition?
China has a very long tradition in silk and today is the
only producer of high quality silk besides Brasil. We are
closely cooperating with our Chinese partners already for
many years as the selection of the raw material is key for a
high quality end product. With regard to the final product
China is not a competitor for us as they are more involved
in medium to low qualities.

More and more fashion brands, including also
some high fashion brands, shift their production to
eastern countries to reduce manufacturing costs.
What do you think about this trend?

The competition in our industry is extremely hard. If you
want to significantly grow your business you need substantial investments for distribution and marketing. As consumers are getting more price conscious the reduction of manufacturing cost is an important aspect. At Fabric Frontline
quality is more important than quantity and this in every
aspect. We therefore stick to our production process (Switzerland&Italy) and make every scarf/foulards a unique
masterpiece.

Sometimes it seems people don’t care about the
country of production. What is your opinion about
that? Would you pay €300 for a Jeans made in
Turkey or Indonesia?

It depends a lot about the positioning of the brand. In the
premium and luxury world people are getting much more
interested about where, under which conditions, etc. the
product is produced. When I buy a product I am not only
looking at the production country. I always consider all
steps involved likedesign effort, material, workmanship,
etc..

PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL BROCCATO
PUSH-UP PLUNGE BRA €34.32, PLEASURE
STATE WHITE LABEL BROCCATO STRING
THONG BRIEF €17.15, FABRIC FRONLINE
BRAIDS SCARF FUCHSIA & NOTTE LUMINOSA EACH €345

Do You think that there is a real future for manufacturing in Switzerland?

It is and will remain a great challenge especially for the
textile industry. With the growing consumer awareness for
social responsibility, manufacturing in Europe will be able
to keep its niche position. With regard to the fashion industry of course only on a premium / luxury level.

How do you think has the Swiss fashion industry
developed in the last years?

What inspires Fabric Frontline’s designs? Where
does the team gather inspiration for their work?

Our beautiful nature with its gorgeous flowers, plants and
animals is an inexhaustible source of inspiration. There are
so many colours and amazing shapes. But also art from all
different cultures inspires our designers. There is no recipe
for gathering inspiration. Openness towards other cultures,
curiosity and a positive attitude to life are the best sources
for inspiration.

For many years the Swiss fashion industry stood for quality
and innovation. Since 4-5 years a very creative group of
Swiss designers caught the interest of the international fashion scene. These designers combine traditional craftsmanship, innovative materials and a multicultural, cosmopolitan
design approach.

What defines good design?

What do you feel is the hardest step in creating a
successful print? How about in creating a collection of prints?

The motto of our Spring Summer 2015 collection is “Tell a
Tale”. A great theme and infinite source for creative people, as you can surely immagine. So I would say, wait and
see.

I would say in the case of Fabric Frontline it is to find the
perfect balance between saving the brand identity and
creating new, contemporary designs at the same time.
And of course always keeping the high standard of quality
our customers are used to. Furthermore the coloration is
an essential component in the development process of a
beautiful design. A small change of a color shade and the
respective design immediately appears more lively.

Good design thrills fashion interested people by a harmonic combination of material, pattern and art. Furthermore it
stands out from the great mass.

What about the new collection – what can we expect?

What should every woman have?

Of course a selection of scarves that delight with precious
materials (silk, cashmere) and unique colorful designs that
give that certain something to every look.
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Lord
Of
The
Shoes

Stuart Weitzman
by Dijana Zeravica
interview by Klaudia Ciszonek
photographed by Wolf Steiner

N

early every woman loves shoes – that’s a fact – and to own a
shoe pair designed by the fabulous Stuart Weitzman is a dream for all shoe lovers
worldwide.
Stuart Weitzman is the designer of the world-renowned shoe company that bears
his name. ‘The grand master of shoe design ‘ gave the FMD a special interview, in
which he speaks about the relationship with his father, the recent campaign, trends
for 2015 and his plans for the future.
The designer, who was born in 1932, started in his twenties to design shoes for his
father, Seymour Weitzman, who owned the shoe factory “Seymour Shoes”. Seymour Weitzman past away in 1965 and Stuart and his older brother Warren took
over the family business. In 1972 the brothers sold the business to a company in
Spain but Stuart continued to design shoes for the company. In 1994 Stuart Weitzman bought the business back, leaving the manufacturing process in Spain. This is
the summarized history of the today´s brand “Stuart Weitzman”.
What makes a Stuart Weitzman shoe special? The answer to this question is easy!
Each pair of shoes is a marvel of design, engineering and craftsmanship. The materials utilized are unique and sometimes deviate from recent standards of design. Just
to name a few: cork, vinyl and even 24-karat gold, thus we found one more reason
to buy and love products of this high-end shoe company, beside the exclusive design of course. More than one hundred hand movements go into every pair and it
takes 6-7 weeks to fabricate a pair. You can imagine and see what composes the
quality and the price of this high-class brand.
Every year, Weitzman designs a new and high-class pair of “million-dollar shoes” containing his most exclusive designs. The current collection is presented by no one
less than Gisele Bündchen. The Brazilian beauty replaces Kate Moss as the New
Face of Stuart Weitzman for this season. In an interview with the WWD Weitzman
said: “Gisele is such a seasoned professional, she exemplifies the Stuart Weitzman
woman with her zest of life, love and family.”
Stuart Weitzman’s shoes are available in over 70 countries across the world which
shows the high demand and popularity of his classy label.
We’re very pleased and thankful to Mr. Weitzman for the interview he gave us!
Enjoy this legendary grand master.

STUART WEITZMAN SANDALS NUDIST
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€375,00
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It’s safe to say that you inherited a family business.
Have you ever considered doing anything else in
your life?
Honestly not really ... this is my hobby, and to have the
ability to make a living doing what I love I find myself to
be a lucky person.

Do you remember that particular moment when you
realised that you wanted to become a shoe designer?
Yes when I was working in my father’s shoe factory as
a boy on the assembly line stuffing boxes I thought how
great it would be to have one of my own creations in one
of the boxes.

Your father owned a shoe factory and you started
to design for him in your 20s. What can you tell us
about the relation between father and son running
a company together?
Actually my father got sick, and I took over the business
with my brother straight out of college. I considered it an
honor to follow in my father’s footsteps and expand his
vision of his company.

What is your biggest success and the most cherished moment in your career?
I would have to say creating the Million Dollar sandal
for the 2002 Oscars - the next day everyone knew my
name.

Kate Moss is the face of your current collection.
There is no doubt that she is the style icon and fashion guru for many people. Is she your muse? Why
did you choose her over the younger generation
of models such as Cara Delevigne or Suki Waterhouse?
Actually Gisele is the new face our Fall 2014 campaign,
while Kate Moss was our face for Spring 2013, Fall
2013 & Spring 2014. Both girls were choosen for their
style both in front of camera as well as in their person
lives, with their fashionable appeal reaching across generations much like the Stuart Weitzman brand.

Of all the shoes that you’ve designed, which has
given you the most satisfaction?
The iconic 5050 boot as it represents the DNA of the
brand by merging fashion and comfort.
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How would you descirbe the Stuart Weizman woman?
Whimsical, modern & always comfortable.

What is your inspiration and considerations when
design-ing a perfect shoe?
When I create the various ideas that make up a collection, I am thinking of the many diverse personalities of
women – the fashionista, celebrity, career woman, the
ultra chic and bride. By embracing each one individually,
I have been able to satisfy the desires of each.

What are the three types of shoes that every woman should own?
Soft as butter boot, black modern pump and whatever
helps her feel sexy and beautiful.

Would you consider accesso-ries to be more important than clothes?
Yes, as they are easily interchangable.

On holiday, what do you miss most about your
work?
My daily interaction with employees and customers.

Have you ever tried to walk in a heel?
Yes and that is why I have dedicated my life to making
them as comfortable as possible.

Your shoes are sold in over 70 countries - you
must feel very proud about it! Are you plan-ning to
expand it?
Yes worldwide expansion continues especially with Asia
Pacific area.

What are your hopes and plans for the future?
What about bags? As far as I know you stopped
designing bags in 2010 and you decided to relaunch.
Handbags have been on my mind and hope to relaunch
a collection in 2015.

Are we going to see a men’s collection by Stuart
Weitzman one day?
I actually make footwear for myself at the factory, and
consider myself a great fit model so maybe some day.

STUART WEITZMAN PUMPS QUEEN
€355,00

You are very well-known for using of unique materials such as cork, vinyl and even 24-karat gold. What
are to top trends we can expect to see the S/S 2015
season?
For sping 2015 I think we can expect flats to continue to
dominate collections, and sneakers to continue to evolve
into various old school silhouettes.

You have a lot of A-list clients. Do you design with
a specific type of women in mind, if there is such a
thing?

Honestly that woman I speak of really has a hundred
faces… the celebrity, the career woman, the mother, the
daughter, the trendsetter, the bride, the loyal customer, etc.

What fascinates you right now and how is it influencing into your work?
Ping pong ... it a total escape for me that helps me relax.
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FERNANDO GARCIA DRESS AND BELT;
CHRISTIAN DIOR GLOVES; KRELWEAR
TURBAN/SCARF

Shades
Of
Grey
philosophy
photographed by David Benoliel
styled by Danny Santiago @ Artists Management
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ISABEL MARANT JACKET; CHRISTIAN DIOR
GLOWES
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LEFT AND RIGHT PAGE: JIL SANDER
SLEEVELESS DRESS IN WOOL JERSEY WITH
POCKETS, PLEATS AND GRAPHIC SEAMS;
VINTAGE FROM C. MADELINES SHRUNG
65 | loveFMD.com
CAPE; ANN DEMEULEMEESTER
SHOES

THIS PAGE: PROENZA SCHOULER COAT;
FERNANDO GARCIA
DRESS
LEFT PAGE: SONIA RYKIEL DRESS; KRELWEAR TURBAN/SCARF
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THIS PAGE: ANNA SUI DRESS; KRELWEAR
SCARF
RIGHT PAGE: MR: S. HAT; FERNANDO GARCIA JACKET AND SKIRT
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THIS PAGE. YOJI YAMAMOTO COAT; FERNANDO GARCIA HAT, ALL SAINTS BOOTS
RIGHT PAGE: FERNANDO GARCIA DRESS
AND CAPE, YSL SHOES
Hair and Makeup: Virginia Lefay
Stylist Assistant: Alfred Barrera
Model: Rayne Ivanushka@Wilhelmina
Special Thanks to Phase
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Take
Me
To
The
Seductive
floor
photographed by Marie Bärsch
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ZARA COAT; H&M SWEATER; KONPLOTT BY
73 | loveFMD.com
MIRANDA KONSTANTINIDOU
BRACELET

THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE PAGE: ZARA
COAT AND SHORTS BY; INTIMISSIMI BRATOP BY; KONPLOTT BY MIRANDA KON74 | loveFMD.com
STANTINIDOU
NECKLACE AND RING
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ZARA COAT AND SKIRT; H&M GLOVES;
INTIMISSIMI BRA-TOP; SWAROVSKI NECK-
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE PAGE: ZARA
COAT AND SKIRT; H&M GLOVES; INTIMISSIMI BRA-TOP; SWAROVSKI
NECKLACE
Hair and Makeup: Jenny Bonbon
Model: Melanie Paul @ Modelwerk
Post
Dgtl-Craft
79Production:
| loveFMD.com

Into
The
Wild
Mood
photographed by Dimitri Burtsev
styled by Iva Mirbach

IVA MIRBACH REAL HIGHLAND LEATHER
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COAT
€4.900,00
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IVA MIRBACH WOOL COAT €3.700,00;
ABRO HANDBAG €399,00; STUART WEITZMAN BOOTSCOOTIN SNAKE-EMBOSSED
LEATHER MID-CALF BOOTS €440,00; WOLFORD BRIT THIGHTS €39,00
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THIS AND OPPOSITE PAGE: IVA MIRBACH
WOOL AND SILK COAT €3.900,00 &
TROUSERS €370,STUART WEITZMAN
BOOTSCOOTIN SNAKE-EMBOSSED LEATH84MID-CALF
| loveFMD.com
ER
BOOTS €440,00
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THIS PAGE: IVA MIRBACH WOOL COAT
€3.700,00; LOUIS VUITTON LOCKIT HANDBAG €2.880,00;
OPPOSITE PAGE. IVA MIRBACH WOOL
COAT, PRICE ON REQUEST, FABRIC FRONTLINE CUPCAKE FOULARD OLIVA 100% SILK
€450,00; WOLFORD BRIT THIGHTS €39,00
Production: FMD
Artdirector: Mike York
Hair: Dani Cornea using Kérastase & Evelyn
Karbach
Makeup: Adrianna Holban using Armani
Beauty & Sabina Rettenbacher using MAC
Cosmetics
Models: Kristina S @ Exit
Sarka Lanikova @ Focus Model Management
Location: Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa
Special Thanks to Niely Hoetsch
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THIS PAGE: JENNY PACKHAM DRESS
€3.530,00, NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE

Touch
Of
Class
For
A
Day
photographed by Dimitri Burtsev
styled by Iva Mirbach
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JENNY PACKHAM DRESS €3.865,00; NIELY
HOETSCH HEADPIECE
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THIS PAGE: LOUIS VUITTON DRESS
€4.300,00; LOUIS VUITTON SHOES
€1.100,00; NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
OPPOSITE PAGE: IVA MIRBACH WOOL
DRESS €1.300,00; MALA ALISHA NAOMI
FUR FOULARD TAUPE 50% WOLL/50% SILK
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€237,00
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IVA MIRBACH SILK BODY & SKIRT
€1.400,00; NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
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THIS PAGE: MICHEL MAYER SHIRT €
180,00; LACE TOP € 360,00; TROUSERS
250,00, LOUIS VUITTON LOCKIT SHOES
€1.100,00; NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
OPPOSITE PAGE: JENNY PACKHAM DRESS
€3.530,00, NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
Production: FMD
Artdirector: Mike York
Hair: Dani Cornea using Kérastase & Evelyn
Karbach
Makeup: Adrianna Holban using Armani
Beauty & Sabina Rettenbacher using MAC
Cosmetics
Models: Kristina S @ Exit
Jacqueline Sappert @ Ice Models Milan
Sarka Lanikova @ Focus Model Management
Location: Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa
Special Thanks to Niely Hoetsch
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The
Wag
Queen
photographed by Thomas Woland
styling by Savannah Barthorpe
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VITA GOTTLIEB BLASS KIMONO JACKET;
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN BOOTS; IMOGEN
BELFIELD RING; LORA GENE SOCKS
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSTIE PAGE:
BASHARATYAN V SILK TUNIC WITH ‘A’
100
| loveFMD.com
OPENING;
SWEEWE PARIS LEGGINGS
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BASHARATYAN V SILK TUNIC WITH ‘A’
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OPENING;
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THIS PAGE: IMOGEN BELFIELD RINGS
OPPOSITE PAGE: ADA ZANDITON BETSY
DRAPE DRESS; IMOGEN BELFIELD RINGS;
JULIA BURNESS SILVER CUFF; KG LONDON
105 | loveFMD.com
SHOES

ADA ZANDITON SILVER LEATHER
HOT PANTS; STYLIST’S OWN
FUR JACKET; AGENT PROVOCATEUR STOCKINGS; MAND
TRAON RING
Hair: Sam Burnett @ Hare&Bone
using KMS
Makeup: Natasha Lakic using
MAC
Makeup Assistant: Dan Korkelia
Model: Liliana Matthäus
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American
Love
Story
photographed by Pascal Heimlicher
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Full
Of
Secret
Dreams
photographed by Dimitri Burtsev
styling by Iva Mirbach
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PLEASURE STATE COUTURE SICILY CONTOUR BALCONNET BRA €106,00; NIELY
119
| loveFMD.com
HOETSCH
HEADPIECE

LEFT: DITA VON TEESE BRA - MAN CATCHER
SHEER LACE UNLINED UNDERWIRE €68,40;
DITA VON TEESE THONG - MAN CATCHER
LACE €50,29
RIGHT: DITA VON TEESE MAN CATCHER
FULLER FIGURE BRA €82,46; DITA VON
TEESE MAN CATCHER FULLER FIGURE BRIEF
€56,87; DITA VON TEESE SUSPENDER MAN CATCHER €62,36; WOLFORD EVELYN
STAY-UP €39,00
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THIS PAGE: PLEASURE STATE COUTURE
HAZEL BIJOU SHORT ROBE €236,76; SPLEASURE STATE COUTURE HAZEL BIJOU DEMI
BRA €102,59; PLEASURE STATE COUTURE
HAZEL BIJOU THONG €47,33
OPPOSTIE PAGE: PARAH BODY; PARAH
NIGHTGOWN; NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE; PARAH TOP; PARAH CULOTTE
122 | loveFMD.com
DELIZIA
€86,00
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PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL BROCCATO
PUSH-UP PLUNGE BRA €34,32; PLEASURE
STATE WHITE LABEL BROCCATO STRING
THONG BRIEF €17,15; NIELY HOETSCH
HEADPIECE
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THIS PAGE: PARAH SUPER-UP ATTRAZIONE
CORSET €224,00; PARAH BRIEF ATTRAZIONE €75,01; WOLFORD NIKI STAY-UP
€39,00
OPPOSITE PAGE: PLEASURE STATE COUTURE HAZEL BIJOU CHEMISE €228,97;
PLEASURE STATE COUTURE HAZEL BIJOU
DEMI BRA €102,59; PLEASURE STATE
COUTURE HAZEL BIJOU CULOTTE BRIEF
€51,30; PLEASURE STATE COUTURE HAZEL
BIJOU SHORT ROBE €236,76; SPLEASURE
STATE COUTURE HAZEL BIJOU WIRE BRA
€102,61; PLEASURE STATE COUTURE HA| loveFMD.com
ZEL 127
BIJOU
THONG €47,33

PLEASURE STATE COUTURE SICILY CONTOUR BALCONNET BRA €106,00; PLEASURE STATE COUTURE SICILY CULOTTE
BRIEF €67,05; GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI DESIGN
SANDALS €1.350,00
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THIS PAGE: NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE
OPPOSITE PAGE: WOLFORD FLORE CUP BRA
€110,00; WOLFORD FLORE TANGA €60,00
WOLFORD FLORE BRA €90,00 WOLFORD
FLORE PANTY €65,00
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PLEASURE STATE COUTURE COCO ANNE
CORSET CORSETRY €268,34; PLEASURE
STATE COUTURE COCO ANNE THONG
BRIEF€41,25;
PLEASURE STATE COUTURE COCO ANNE
PUSH-UP PLUNGE €89,42; PLEASURE STATE
COUTURE COCO ANNE BRAZILIAN BRIEF
€44,69;
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THIS PAGE: PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL
BROCCATO PUSH-UP PLUNGE BRA €34,32;
PLEASURE STATE WHITE LABEL BROCCATO STRING THONG BRIEF €17,15; NIELY
HOETSCH HEADPIECE
OPPOSTIE PAGE: PLEASURE STATE COUTURE COCO ANNE PUSH-UP PLUNGE
€89,42; PLEASURE STATE COUTURE
COCO ANNE BRAZILIAN BRIEF €44,69
Production: FMD
Artdirector: Mike York
Hair: Dani Cornea using Kérastase & Evelyn
Karbach
Makeup: Adrianna Holban using Armani
Beauty & Sabina Rettenbacher using MAC
Cosmetics
Models: Kristina S @ Exit
Jacqueline Sappert @ Ice Models Milan
Sarka Lanikova @ Focus Model Management
Location: Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa
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Special
Thanks to Niely Hoetsch
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Autumn
Winter
2014/15
Beauty
Looks
photographed by Wolf Steiner
make up by Adriana Holban
hair by Emin Akan & Patrik Prinz

136LCH
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SO
LD DRESS
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IVA MIRBACH
DRESS
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SO LCH LD DRESS
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Production: FMD
Fashion Editor: Iva Mirbach
Artdirector: Mike York
Model: Klara A @ Exit
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A
Bridal
Affair
photographed by Tony Gigov
production and styling by Niely Hoetsch | FMD
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GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS; NIELY HOETSCH
145 | loveFMD.com
HEADPIECE; HELDWEIN
VIENNA RING
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GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS; NIELY HOETSCH
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HEADPIECE

THIS PAGE: GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE; GABRIELA
PICCOLI SHOES
OPPOSITE PAGE: ABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
NIELY
HEADPIECE
148 | HOETSCH
loveFMD.com
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE: MICHËL MAYER
| loveFMD.com
DRESS; NIELY151
HOETSCH
HEADPIECE

GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS; NIELY HOETSCH
HEADPIECE; HELDWEIN VIENNA RING
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THIS PAGE: GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE; HELDWEIN
VIENNA RING
OPPOSITE PAGE: GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
| loveFMD.com
NIELY155
HOETSCH
HEADPIECE
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THIS PAGE: MICHEL MAYER DRESS; NIELY
HOETSCH HEADPIECE
OPPOSITE PAGE: MICHEL MAYER DRESS;
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NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE

THIS PAGE: GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE; HELDWEIN
VIENNA EARRINGS
OPPOSITE PAGE: GABRIELA PICCOLI DRESS;
NIELY HOETSCH HEADPIECE; HELDWEIN
VIENNA RING
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE PAGE: GABRIELA
PICCOLI DRESS; NIELY HOETSCH
HEADPIECE; GABRIELA PICCOLI
SHOES
hair: Sophie Chudzikowski using Kérastase
make-up Sophie Chudzikowski and Adriana
Holban using Armani Beauty
model.: Sarka Lanikova @ Focus Model
Management
161
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Marilyn
@ PH Models

The
Vibes
Of
The
Lady
In
Black
photographed by Martin Höhne
styling by Jennifer Mertens
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BLACKY
DRESS BERLIN DRESS
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THIS PAGE: BLACKY DRESS BERLIN DRESS
OPPOSITE PAGE: CARRY ALLEN BY ELLA
164 | loveFMD.com
SINGH
DRESS
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IRENE LUFT DRESS; CYBERESQUE
NECK-CORSET; TOXILICIOUS SHOULDER
PIECES
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THIS PAGE: CARRY ALLEN BY ELLA SINGH
DRESS
OPPOSITE PAGE: IRENE LUFT DRESS
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SWEEWĒ PARIS JACKET; EL CONDE LATEX
171 | loveFMD.com
TORSELET; PESAVENTO
NECKLACE

THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE PAGE: CARRY
ALLEN BY ELLA SINGH DRESS AND STOLA;
PHILIPPE AUDIBERT BANGLE; THOMAS
SABO RING
hair: Claus Hochreuter
make up: Dana Höhne
172
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model:
Anna Lena
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The
Animal
Aspect
Of
White
Decadence
photographed by Martin Höhne
styled by Jennifer Mertens
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ON MODEL: BLACK JEWELS CLOTHING
DRESS AND FAKE FUR JACKET; STELLA &
DOT RINGS
175 | loveFMD.com
ON LAMP: BECKSÖNDERGAARD
COLLIER

ON LEFT MODEL: BLACK JEWELS CLOTHiNG SKIRT AND FAKE FUR JACKET; SIX
LIMITED COLLIER BY; UNITED NUDE ANKLE
BOOTS
ON RIGHT MODEL: MANUFAKTUR HERZBLUT DRESS; STELLA AND DOT EARRINGS;
SIT LIMITED RING
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BLACK JEWELS CLOTHING DRESS; JASMINA JOVY NECKLACE; STELLA AND DOT,
BECKSÖNDERGAARD BANGLE; STELLA
AND DOT RING
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THIS PAGE: LEONIE BRIELER DRESS; SIX LIMITED, BECKSÖNDERGAARD; STELLA AND
BOT, BRIGITTE VON BACH JEWELRY
RIGHT PAGE: STRUPPETS DRESS; JASMINA
180 | NECKLACE
loveFMD.com
JOVY
AND EARRINGS
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ON LEFT MODEL: BLACK JEWELS CLOTHING DRESS; STELLA AND DOT, BECKSÖNDERGAARD, DYRBERG KERN JEWELRY
ON RIGHT MODEL: MANUFAKTUR HERZBLUT DRESS; STELLA AND DOT EARRINGS;
SIT LIMITED RING
hair and make up: Dana Höhne and Esther
Foster
models: Sarah Dietrich and Marijana Jurcevic @
Brodybocking
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The
Craft
Of
Viennese
Gold
photographed by Ladies and Lord
styled by Iva Mirbach
art direction by Niely Hoetsch

Viennese history made sure to let flourish excellent goldsmiths
till this very day. Handcrafted jewellery are part of Vienna’s
notorious tradition in manufactured fine products. Designers
such as Skrein, Ring King and Petra Hauser give us a glimpse to
the Austrian modern world of gold and diamond masterpieces.

SKREIN EARRINGS, RING AND CUFF
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While gazing at their workshop you can feel the Viennese
zeitgeist.
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THIS PAGE: RING KING RING
OPPOSITE PAGE: SKREIN NECKLACE AND
BANGLES
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THIS PAGE: RING KING RING AND BRACELETS
OPPOSITE PAGE: PETRA HAUSER NECKLACE
AND BANGLES
hair and make up: Alexandra Condopoulos and
Claudia Fromaschitz
models: Angelina Wolf, Beate Barton and
Kristina Nikolic @ Wiener Models
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BROOKE IS WEARING KRIS GOYRI TOP;
DANIELA FERRARI TULLE SKIRT; GUSTAVO
HELGUERA NECKLACE;
ANTONELA IS WEARING DANIELA FERRARI
DRESS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA JEWELRY;
JERARDA LAKE RING
LUIZA IS WEARING DANIELA FERRARI
DRESS; KRIS GOYRI COAT; GUSTAVO HELGUERA JEWELRY

Brooke,
Antonela
&
Luiza
In
Wonderland
photographed by Jvdas Berra
styled by Diego Ibaňez
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DANIELA FERRARI DRESS; KRIS GOYRI
COAT; GUSTAVO HELGUERA JEWELRY
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THIS PAGE: LUIZA IS WEARING DANIELA
FERRARI DRESS; JERARDA LAKE CUFF AND
RINGS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA NECKLACE
BROOKE IS WEARING DANIELA FERRARI
DRESS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA CROSS BELT;
JERARDA LAKE CUFF AND RINGS
ANTONELA IS WEARING MINGUES DRESS;
GUSTAVO HELGUERA BELT; JERADA LAKE
RING; DIEGO IBANEZ SHOES
RIGHT PAGE: DANIELA FERRARI DRESS;
GUSTAVO HELGUERA EARRINGS AND
NECKLACE; JERARDA LAKE RING
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XIMENA CORCUERA DRESS; GUSTAVO
HELGUERA NECKLACE AND EARRINGS;
JERARDA LAKE RINGS
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THIS PAGE: LUIZA IS WEARING DANIELA
FERRARI DRESS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA
NECKLACE AND EARINGS; JERARDA LAKE
CUFF AND RINGS
BROOKE IS WEARING DANIELA FERRARI
DRESS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA NECKLACES;
ANTONELA IS WEARING XIMENA CORCUERA DRESS; GUSTAVO HELGUERA
NECKLACE AND EARRINGS; JERARDA LAKE
RINGS
RIGHT PAGE: KRIS GOYRI TOP; DANIELA
FERRARI SKIRT; GUSTAVO HELGUERA
NECKLACE
hair and make up: Gustavo Bortolotti
hair and make up assistants: Luis Rivero, Nigo
Buho, Blanka HG, Dania Valdez
Models: Antonela Sabaté @ Modelzone MX
Luiza Matyba @ New Icon Model Management
Brooke Register @ Paragon Models
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The
Circus
Of
Beauty
photographed by Eddy Wolfstorne
styled by Melany Rowe
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make-up: Estelle Chemarin
hair: Fabio Belli
artistic direction: Valerie Barreaux
model: Jenny Valerio
207 | loveFMD.com
place: Arlette Gruss Circus

Pure luxury at Schloss Fuschl
Resort & Spa
Looking for a luxury hideaway with beautiful surroundings in the middle of the Austrian Alps? The luxury resort Schloss Fuschl is a historical hotel built in the 15th century at the Fuschl lake peninsula, being notorious for the Sisi movie staring Romy
Schneider and Karl Heinz Böhm. It combines great tradition with modern elegance to offer its guest an unforgettable stay.
Timeless european charm is to be found in 110 rooms, suites and lake chalets all decorated with carefully chosen furniture
and pieces of art from several European style epochs; barrock, empire, biedemaier, as well as the typical Salzkammergut
boat-house style, very distinctly applied in the decoration of the chales. Excellent restaurants, vinothek, cigar lounge, one of
the most beautiful terraces in the Alps overlooking the whole Fuschl lake, the breathtaking swimming pier are to be enjoyed
along with the hotel’s worldly famous outstanding service
The permeant view over the lake and the chic atmosphere all over the hotel grounds have immensely inspired us when
shooting some of our first LOVEFMD editorials. We started our 2 days shooting there at the SPA, a 1,100 m² wellness
oasis, which is responsible for the hotel bearing its title “Wellness Hotel”. Harmony and wellness at its highest are offered
to the hotel guests at the Pool, steam bath, sauna, fitness rooms and whirlpool, a perfect paradise for the senses. All spa
professionals are very well trained to treat their guests with high class selected care lines such as Ligne St. Barth and Biologique Search Paris. You will be taken to relaxation and bliss having your batteries recharged for your next excursion to
Mozart’s Salzburg or marvellous walks around the lake.
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WORLDWIDE PREMIERE* : KÉRASTASE DECODES
THE SCIENCE OF PERFECT MOVEMENT.
INNOVATION MORPHO-KERATINE™

DISCIPLINE

RECHERCHE AVANCÉE L’ORÉAL
EXPERTISE PROFESSIONNELLE

Smoothes each fiber, controls every
movement, ensures perfect fluidity.
Considerable results:
• 72hours of anti-frizz, anti-humidity.**
• faster blow-dry.***

EXCLUSIVELY IN SELECTED SALONS

www.kerastase.com

For the 1st time*, discipline defies rigidity.
Kérastase invents smooth in motion.

Diana Vishneva, Prima Ballerina.

*From Kérastase. **Instrumental tests Bain + Fondant + Fluidissime. ***Auto-evaluation of 107 women. In-salon
use of Protocole Hair Discipline followed by Bain and Fondant Discipline at home for 28 days.
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YOUR FASHION AUTHORITY TO
DISCOVER MORE THAN
13,000+ MODELS
1,800+ AGENCIES
3,100+ BRANDS
2,000+ DESIGNERS
2,800+ MAGAZINES
30,000+ EDITORIALS & COVERS
10,000+ ADS, LOOKBOOKS, CATALOGUES & SHOWS
2,400+ PHOTOGRAPHERS

WWW.FASHIONMODELDIRECTORY.COM
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